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Is your child crying & throwing tantrums a lot? Always 
trying to figure out what your little one needs? 

 
Equip your little one with simple gestures to ease 

communication & learn about the benefits of gesturing to 
your child.  

 
[10 - 24 months] 



I Don't Know Anything About 
Using Simple Gestures..

Well, sign language is a visual language which allows someone to convey their feelings 
because it contains components like eye contact & facial expressions. In Singapore, 

Singapore Sign Language (SgSL) is used. (The Singapore Association For The Deaf, 2017) 
 

To find out more, visit this link: http://sadeaf.org.sg/about-deafness/about-sign-language/ 
 

Although you might employ the same components such as eye contact & facial expressions 
to a small extent, using gestures is much simpler than Sign Language! Gestures are 

basically the simpler symbolic equivalent of physical actions that can be used to represent 
objects, events & even emotions. (Goodwyn, Acredolo, & Brown, 2000) 

 
Remember, the aim of this booklet is to for you to understand the benefits of using 

simple gestures with your baby before he can speak. As such, you & your baby don’t have 
to formally learn Sign Language. We simply want you to understand the needs of your child 

even before he can speak.  

At 6 months old, your baby can’t verbally communicate because his vocal chords haven't 
fully developed for him to verbally tell you what he needs. However, he can do so through 

gestures because the muscles in his hands has developed. 
 

At the same time, your baby understands what is being said to him. If you’ve noticed, your 
baby usually flails his arms or grab objects to express excitement. This shows that your 
child can use his hands to express what he wants & what he needs. Since your baby has 

the developmental ability to know what he wants, learning simple symbolic gestures will let
him communicate with you better. This helps to prevent tantrums & frustrations (Porpora, 

2011).

Are You Talking About Sign Language?

What's So Good About Using Simple Gestures?



Can I Really Teach My Baby To Use Simple Gestures?  

Can I Really Teach My Baby To Use Simple Gestures?  

Generally, gesturing is a visual activity. Symbolic gestures are common among infants from 
10 – 24 months. There is also a high likelihood in which infants pick up these gestures from 

interactive engagements with adults (Goodwyn, Acredolo, & Brown, 2000). 
 

As such, when you use simple symbolic gestures in front of your child repeatedly, your 
baby will learn by watching you & mimicking the gesture that you have been making. As 
babies can process the information they see, watching symbolic gestures is a visual 

learning process for them. Thus, it is important to maintain eye contact when you are 
gesturing to your baby as he needs to look at you & the gesture that you are making 

while digesting the word which the gesture refers to (Porpora, 2011). 
 

You can come up with your own simple symbolic gestures to ease communication between 
you & your baby. Remember, the goal here is to equip your baby with the tools to allow 

him to communicate his needs to you more effectively at a young age before he can speak.  

Why not? Research has found evidence of positive correlations between symbolic gesturing 
and verbal development. This means the more symbolic gestures your baby includes in his 

vocabulary by 19 months, the larger his vocabulary will be (Acredolo & Goodwyn, 1988). 
 

Here's the full title of the study. Refer to it in the *references section to find out more.  
 

In other words, gestures encourage expressive language development rather than impede it! 
Here's a few reasons why:  

1) Increase in child-directed speech  
2) Topic selection  

3) The power of "scaffolding" 
 

Flip to the next page to know more about these reasons. 
  

Why Should I Use Gestures
With My Hearing Baby?



1) Increase In Child-Directed Speech  

2) Topic Selection  

3) The Power of Scaffolding

This refers to the vocalizations directed to the child (Huttenlocher, Haight, Bryk, Seltzer, & 
Lyons, 1991). The way adults respond to an infant who gestures is the key to the correlation 

between gesturing & rapid verbal language development. This is because the more the 
infants communicate using gestures, the more verbal feedback the infant will hear. As it’s 
easier for infants to pick up gestures at such a tender age, (Acredolo & Goodwyn, 1988) 

infants who use gestures in communicating will reap the benefits of such caregiver 
responses at earlier ages too. 

  

This refers to the extent to which your baby has control over the topic of discussion 
between himself & the person who is engaging him in an interaction (Tomasello & Farrar, 

1986). As such, you will be able to know what your child has captured your child’s attention 
or what your child is most interested in talking about.   

  

 ‘Scaffolding’ refers to the guidance provided by adults to close the gap between the child’s 
ability & the demands of a difficult task (Wood, Bruner, & Ros, 1976). This is to allow the 

child to succeed by making the task easier. 
 

By providing an alternative method of communication which is gesturing due to the 
difficulties posed by the complexity of spoken words, you are indirectly emphasizing to 

your child how valuable language can be. This motivates your baby to explore all forms of 
communication thus encouraging your child to challenge himself to speak. 

 
Gesturing also enables your baby to gather information and understand the world better. 
As misconceptions can be corrected & concepts can be honed, your baby will be set for the 
verbal equivalent to slip right in as label. Without gestures, most of this conceptual work 

will be delayed which will also delay the whole language learning enterprise (Goodwyn, 
Acredolo, & Brown, 2000). Also, according to Porpora (2011), you are stimulating your baby’s 

brain to think visually which encourages his brain to learn. 
  



But My Baby Will Learn 
To Talk Anyway..

Are There Any Simple 
Gestures I Can Try With 
My Child First?

In a study done by Goodwyn, Acredolo & Brown (2000), evidence suggested that gesturing 
will have statistically significant effects in your child’s earlier stages of life. 

 
Here's the full title of the study. Refer to it in the **references section to find out more.  

 
You might wonder why you should even bother with gesturing. Well, there is going to be a 
period where your child becomes really active & mobile before they can talk. That, is going 
to be a difficult time for both you & your child so the availability of gestures for a few 

of the important things in your child’s life will facilitate communication. 
 

Interactions with your child will also turn out to be more positive! Request gestures 
from your child will help you meet his needs without him crying or throwing a tantrum. 

Gestures for specific foods serves as important clarifications for you to know what you 
child likes or dislikes. Making & learning animal gestures will allow your child to be actively 
engaged during book-reading sessions. Descriptive gestures will help your child to share 

important insights about their environment to you. All these gestures will ultimately help 
your child learn information & store them for future usage in his later years (Goodwyn, 

Acredolo, & Brown, 2000). 
  

Flip over to the next page for some simple gestures for you to try with your baby. 
 

Right now, the muscles in your baby’s body is developing! So, remember that your baby’s 
motor skills are still developing thus some of the gestures he makes might not be perfect. 

 
Just have fun & bond with your child! 

  



' MILK '

' CHANGE '

' SLEEP '

' MORE '

Make a ‘thumbs up’ sign such that your knuckles are facing the front & the nail of your 
thumb is facing you. Then, tilt your hand towards you & bring your thumb close to your 

lips! Alternatively, you can use this gesture for the word ‘bottle’ 
 

Tip: if your child has started drinking plain water as well, you can vary this gesture by
replacing the ‘thumbs up sign’ with making a circle with your fingers. 

  

Ball up your fists & place your right fist in front of your left fist. Then, roll your right fist 
away from you first followed by the left fist such that both your fists are making a circle 

vertically. You can use this gesture in the context of changing your child’s diapers. 
  

Put your hands together & place the back of your hand either on your right or left cheek. 
Then, tilt your head either to the right or left, depending on which cheek you’ve placed your 

hands on. 
 

Tip: vary this gesture for the word ‘nap’. Perhaps you can use one hand instead of two, 
where the palm will touch either the left or right cheek instead. 

  

Use two fingers to tap the chin, near the bottom lip twice. This gesture can be used in the 
context of food to allow your child to express that he wants some more.  
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